
DISCOVER THE NEW
RESPONSIBLE COLLECTION



Discover the new responsible collection today.

Amazonico

Layla

Summer Dala

View the entire Neolith range and the new collection at cdkstone.com.au

Abu Dhabi White

Himalaya Crystal

Winter Dala

neolith six•s collection

Himalaya Crystal Bathroom

responsible elegance at its best 
Transforming imagination into functionality, Neolith is the premium fashion stone. Imported directly from Europe, Neolith synergises the 
utmost design principles with functionality, resulting in a scratch, stain, and heat-resistant surface. Made to the highest international 
standards, Neolith is available in a wide range of styles and textures and is suitable for the most demanding applications.

Neolith’s new Six•S Collection showcases natural beauty while paying homage to Neolith’s commitment to sustainability. Drawing 
inspiration from around the world, the Neolith Six•S Collection combines six attributes into six breath-taking styles. Each style 
represents a unique Six•S attribute and each style replicates a natural aesthetic. 

six unique attributes...

six exclusive styles...

solidarity
Born in the midst of a world health and economic crisis, 
Six•S is a collection inspired by the theme of solidarity, 
resilience and bravery of global society. Therefore, a 
percentage of the collection sales will be destined to a 

Covid-19 related charity.

strong
A combination of high-strength and ultra-resistance, 
make Neolith a material suitable for interior and exterior 
applications, remaining unchanged over time.

stylish
All Neolith slabs are a unique combination of style and 
substance, influenced by evolving global design trends and 
tastes, offering hyper realistic execution.

sensory
The new Six•S collection has been specifically designed to 
provide a multi-sensory experience. This is thanks to the 
state-of-the-art technology and development of a unique 
range of special textures and finishes which creates tactile 

appeal.

sustainable
Neolith is a 100% natural surface, and a “carbon neutral” 
company that continually invests in eco-friendly production 
technology, as well as other green innovations.

sanitary
Good hygiene is a required essential to maintain physical 
well-being. Neolith offers an ultra-hygienic and easily 
disinfected surface.

Abu Dhabi White BenchtopAmazonico Wall

Style Finish Size

Abu Dhabi 
White

Silk or Décor Polished 3200 x 1600 x 12mm or 
3200 x 1500 x 6mm

Amazonico Slate 3200 x 1600 x 12mm

Himalaya 
Crystal

Décor Polished or 
Ultra Soft

3200 x 1600 x 20mm, 
3200 x 1600 x 12mm or 
3200 x 1500 x 6mm

Layla Décor Polished or 
Ultra Soft

3200 x 1600 x 20mm, 
3200 x 1600 x 12mm or 
3200 x 1500 x 6mm

Summer 
Dala

Silk 3200 x 1600 x 12mm or 
3200 x 1500 x 6mm

Winter Dala Silk 3200 x 1600 x 12mm or 
3200 x 1500 x 6mm



Melbourne
4-6 Freighter Road
Moorabbin VIC 3189
03 8552 6000

Melbourne Showroom
597 Church Street
Richmond VIC 3121
03 8552 6090

Sydney
20 Yulong Close
Moorebank NSW 2170
02 9822 5155

Sydney Showroom
40-42 O’Riordan Street
Alexandria NSW 2015
02 9822 5910

Gold Coast
26 Wrights Place
Arundel QLD 4214
07 5537 3222

Adelaide
22 Richard Street
Hindmarsh SA 5007
08 8340 2877

Perth
231 Camboon Road
Malaga WA 6090
08 6240 2200
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